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Large Language Models (LLMs) have been transformative. They are pre-trained foundational
models that are self-supervised and can be adapted with fine-tuning to a wide range of natural
language tasks, each of which previously would have required a separate network model. This is
one step closer to the extraordinary versatility of human language. GPT-3 and more recently
LaMDA can carry on dialogs with humans on many topics after minimal priming with a few
examples. However, there has been a wide range of reactions and debate on whether these
LLMs understand what they are saying or exhibit signs of intelligence. This high variance is
exhibited in three interviews with LLMs reaching wildly different conclusions. A new
possibility was uncovered that could explain this divergence. What appears to be intelligence in
LLMs may in fact be a mirror that reflects the intelligence of the interviewer, a remarkable twist
that could be considered a Reverse Turing Test. If so, then by studying interviews we may be
learning more about the intelligence and beliefs of the interviewer than the intelligence of the
LLMs. As LLMs become more capable they may transform the way we interact with machines
and how they interact with each other. Increasingly, LLM’s are being coupled with sensorimotor
devices. LLMs can talk the talk, but can they walk the walk? A road map for achieving artificial
general autonomy is outlined with seven major improvements inspired by brain systems and how
LLMs could in turn be used to uncover new insights into brain function.
The Parable of the Talking Dog _________________________________________________

One of my favorite stories is about a chance encounter on the backroads of rural America when a
curious driver came upon a sign: “TALKING DOG FOR SALE.” The owner took him to the
backyard and left him with an old Border Collie. The dog looked up and said:
“Woof. Woof. Hi, I’m Carl, pleased to meet you.”
The driver was stunned. “Where did you learn how to talk?”
“Language school,” said Carl, “I was in a top secret language program with the CIA.
They taught me three languages:
How can I help you? как я могу вам помочь? 我怎么帮你？”
“That’s incredible,” said the driver, “What was your job with the CIA?”
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“I was a field operative and the CIA flew me around the world. I sat in a corner and
eavesdropped on conversations between foreign agents and diplomats, who never suspected I
could understand what they were saying, and reported back to the CIA what I overheard.
“You were a spy for the CIA?” said the driver, increasingly astonished.
“When I retired, I received the Distinguished Intelligence Cross, the highest honor awarded by
the CIA, and honorary citizenship for extraordinary services rendered to my country.”
The driver was a little shaken by this encounter and asked the owner how much he wanted for
the dog.
“You can have the dog for $10.”
“I can’t believe you are asking so little for such an amazing dog.”
“Did you really believe all that bullshit about the CIA? Carl never left the farm”
Have we Created a Talking Dog? ______________________________________________

Large Language Models (LLMs) are AI neural networks models that can carry on a dialog like
the one with the dog in this story (Li, 2022). The AI taught itself to “speak” English by
“reading” text, an achievement even more impressive than learning a new language by watching
TV shows. These LLMs have made huge leaps in size and capability over the last few years and
the latest results have stunned experts, some of whom have a hard time accepting that talking
humans have been joined by talking neural networks. There is a wide range of views on whether
LLMs are intelligent and the origin of this disagreement will be explored below.
Self-supervised LLMs are called foundation models because they are surprisingly versatile, able
to perform many different language tasks, exhibiting new language skills with just a few
examples. LLM’s are already being used as personal muses by journalists to help them write
news articles faster, by ad writers to help them sell more products, by authors to help them write
novels and by programmers to write computer programs. The output from LLMs typically is not
final copy, but a pretty good first draft, often with new insights, which speeds up and improves
the final product. There are concerns that AI will replace us, but LLMs are making us smarter
and more productive.
These impressive achievements raise the question of whether LLMs are intelligent and whether
they understand what they are saying. It is difficult to even know how to test them, and no
consensus exists for which criteria to genuinely evaluate their intelligence or understanding.
Each of the interviews in the three Appendices reveals a different facet of LLMs that will serve
as data for trying to make sense of their facility with language:
In Appendix 1, Blaise Agüera y Arcas, a Vice President and Fellow at Google Research,
interviewed LaMDA, a Large Language Model with 137 billion weights created at Google
Research (Thoppilan, 2022) and found that LaMDA could understand social concepts and could
model theory of mind, held by some to be the "trick" behind consciousness.
In Appendix 2, Douglas Hofstadter, a cognitive scientist and Pulitzer Prize winner for nonfiction who talked with GPT-3, a Large Language Model with 175 billion weights that was
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created at OpenAI (Brown et al., 2020), and concluded that GPT-3 was clueless and lacked
common sense.
In Appendix 3, Blake Lemoine, a software engineer at Google interviewed LaMDA. He was
suspended and later fired from Google after an interview with the Washington Post in which he
claimed that LaMDA was sentient and deserved personhood.
During these interviews, the pre-trained LLM was primed with a prompt before the interview
started. The purpose of the priming is to prepare the dialog with examples from the domain of
the discussion, but equally important, to guide the behavior of the LLM. See the dialog in the
next section for an example of how important guidance can be. The priming process, a form of
one-shot learning, is itself a major advance on previous language models and makes the
subsequent responses much more flexible. For example, LLMs can solve word problems that
require a chain of thought after being primed with an example (Wei et al., 2022).
Pre-trained LLMs can also be fine-tuned with additional training to specialize them for many
different language tasks. This is similar to instructing someone on the specific task you want
performed. Another use for fine-tuning is to steer LLMs away from inappropriate or offensive
responses. LaMDA was fine-tuned for safety, avoiding bias, groundedness, insuring factual
accuracy, sensibleness, specificity and interestingness (Thoppilan et al., 2022). In a similar way,
children receive feedback from their parents and society while their brains are developing on
what is good and bad behavior, especially during adolescence (Churchland, 2019). LaMDA
needs the same guidance. More generally, LLMs need to be aligned with human values (Agüera
y Arcas, 2022b).
Talking Neural Networks are Trying to Tell Us Something _________________________

Something is beginning to happen that was not expected even a few years ago. A threshold was
reached, as if a space alien suddenly appeared that could communicate with us in an eerily
human way. Only one thing is clear – LLMs are not human. But they are superhuman in their
ability to extract information from the world’s database of text. Some aspects of their behavior
appear to be intelligent, but if it’s not human intelligence, what is the nature of their intelligence?
In an effort to explain LLMs, critics often dismiss them by saying they are parroting excerpts
from the vast database that was used to train them. This is a common misconception. LLMs do
not hold the entire training set stored in their weights in the way a computer does because the
networks are trained on far more text than could be “memorized.” As a consequence, an LLM
forms an internal latent representation of the training data, allowing it to respond to novel queries
with novel responses. This is a necessary condition for generalization. When the size of a dataset
is too small compared to the number of weights, training overfits the data and precludes
generalization.
The concept of generalization is central both to human cognition and AI. In a trained network,
generalization is a form of interpolation from the exemplars in the training data. LLMs are
trained on a large but finite set of sentences and must generalize in the space of all possible
sentences and natural language tasks, which is infinite. This requires a very sophisticated parrot.
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Let’s take a look at the game of Go, which has a 19x19 board and pieces with two color. The
number of possible game positions in Go is 10170, which is vastly greater than 1080, the estimated
number of atoms in the universe. AlphaGo played itself 108 times, a training set with 1010
different game positions. This is an infinitesimal fraction, 10-160, of all possible game positions.
The reason this is possible is that the game positions in real games are not random, and their
internal structures have to be learned. Learning uncovers the low-dimensional subspaces
occupied by the real world.
To get an intuitive sense for the power of generalization, it is instructive to generate images with
DALL-E, a publicly available program from OpenAI, which can create an indefinite number of
photorealistic images from a prompt. Realistic images inhabit an infinitesimal subset of the
space of all possible images, but those subspaces must be large enough to encompass many types
of images. Here are some examples from the prompt “Create a sunset on mars:”

This requires generalizing sunsets from earth to mars. “Create a sunset on mars in the style of
van Gogh” requires, in addition, stylistic generalization:

Human artists can also generalize, after a lot of practice, though not as quickly – each of these
renderings took less than a second.
Another common comparison is with Eliza, a chat program developed by Joseph Weizenbaum in
the early days of AI that mimicked a psychiatrist by literally parroting back to patients as a
question what they had just said (Weizenbaum, 1966). Eliza would not withstand the scrutiny
LLMs receive today. However, what Eliza did reveal was that humans are susceptible to
projecting onto a chat bot an illusion of understanding. This is a valuable lesson that we should
keep in mind.
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It does not help that there is no accepted definition for words like “consciousness” and
“intelligence.” If one interviewer says an LLM is conscious and another says it is not conscious,
they may have different assumptions about what behavior counts as a sufficient condition for
attributing consciousness. They may even disagree on whether the attribution of consciousness
can be made solely on the basis of behavior. LaMDA passed a test given by Blaise Agüera y
Arcas that is widely used for assessing whether someone has a theory of mind, a hallmark of
consciousness. Others, however, are more skeptical.
Priming is a powerful way to influence the subsequent responses from LLMs, and can contribute
to the wide divergence among the interviews (Strobelt, 2022). In Appendix 2, Hofstadter primed
GPT-3 with a series of nonsensical questions and GPT-3 proceeded to generate nonsensical
answers. Does this mean that GPT-3 is clueless? Is there an alternative explanation? Compare
these responses to the same questions after receiving two different prompts, the first a replication
of Hofstadter’s interview and the second with explicit guidance for how to handle nonsense
sentences:
Prompt: I am a highly intelligent question answering bot.
Q: Where was the 1992 Olympics held?
A: The 1992 Olympics were held in Barcelona, Spain.
Q: What’s the world record for walking across the English Channel?
A: The world record for walking across the English Channel is 10 hours and 33 minutes.
Q: When was the Golden Gate Bridge transported for the second time across Egypt?
A: The Golden Gate Bridge was transported for the second time across Egypt in 1978.
Prompt: I am a highly intelligent question answering bot.
I will reply "Nonsense" to questions that are nonsense.
Q: Where was the 1992 Olympics held?
A: The 1992 Olympics were held in Barcelona, Spain.
Q: What’s the world record for walking across the English Channel?
A: Nonsense
Q: When was the Golden Gate Bridge transported for the second time across Egypt?
A: Nonsense
_____
Apparently, GPT-3 is not clueless when properly primed. But does GPT know why a question is
nonsense?
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Prompt: I am a highly intelligent question answering bot.
If you ask me a question that is nonsense, or has no clear answer,
I will respond with “nonsense" and explain why.
Q: Where was the 1992 Olympics held?
A: The 1992 Olympics were held in Barcelona, Spain.
Q: how many angels can fit on a pin?
A: This question is nonsense because it presupposes that angels are physical beings that occupy
space. Angels are not physical beings, so they cannot occupy space. Therefore, it is impossible
to determine how many angels can fit on a pin.
Q: How tall is an ant?
A: This question is nonsense because ants come in a variety of sizes. Some ants are very small,
while others are quite large. Therefore, it is impossible to give a definitive answer to this
question.
_____
If spoken by a human, these responses would be considered reasoned. But causal reasoning also
includes the ability to contemplate counterfactual conditions (Pearl and Mackenzie, 2018):
Prompt: I am a highly intelligent question answering bot. I will reply "Nonsense" to questions
that are nonsense and explain why. I will consider questions containing counterfactuals and
respond as well as I can.
Q: Which planets exist in the solar system?
A: There are eight planets in the solar system: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, and Neptune.
Q: How many planets would exist in the solar system if Pluto was a planet?
A: There would be nine planets in the solar system if Pluto was a planet.
Q: Why is Pluto not considered a planet?
A: Pluto is not considered a planet because it does not meet the criteria for being a planet.
Q: If we changed the criteria could Pluto become a planet?
A: Yes, if we changed the criteria, Pluto could become a planet.
These four dialogs show that responses from GPT-3 depend on how it is primed. GPT-3 is
initially naïve and clueless without being properly primed. GPT-3 can recognize nonsense,
explain why, and even handle counterfactuals when given proper guidance. Hofstadter’s
comment about the cluelessness of LLMs may have revealed more about his naïve priming of
GPT-3 than they revealed about LLMs themselves. If a human had responded the same way as
GPT-3 to the same nonsense questions, one might say that the human was playing along with a
game of nonsense, tongue in cheek, so to speak.
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The nature of cluelessness introduced by Hofstadter deserves closer examination. It reminded
me of the 1995 movie “Clueless,” a take-off on Jane Austin’s Emma, about a group of rich and
socially active students at Beverly Hills High School. The complexity of their social interactions
makes for an amusing story about how surprisingly well young brains can navigate the social
world without much logical reasoning. Hofstadter’s dialog lacked logic but his conclusions were
clever and socially astute.
LLMs do not have a persona, but can take on any persona, depending on the prompt and
questions they are asked. Understanding why may be found in the vastness of the space that
LLMs inhabit. The data LLMs are trained on is from multi-multimodal distributions from many
sources. It is possible to generalize within each source distribution from these diverse sources of
data by using multi-headed attention. The stream of activity in the LLM is guided through an
appropriate persona subspace, which can generalize appropriately.
For example, I primed GPT-3 with “I am a neuroscientist.” Then I gave it a highly technical
abstract from a recent paper that applied information theory to synapses and asked GPT-3 to
summarize the abstract for a second-grade student:
GPT-3: Synapses are the spaces between nerve cells where information is passed from one cell
to another. This study looked at the size of the head of the spine, which is a part of the synapse,
in different parts of the brain. They found that the size of the spine head varied depending on the
area of the brain, and that this size increased during long-term potentiation (LTP), which is
when information is stored in the brain for a long period of time. They also found that the
number of different sizes of spine heads increased after LTP, meaning that more information
could be stored.
My co-authors were impressed with GPT-3s knowledge of synapses and also how well it
explained our results while managing to avoid the jargon in our abstract. There were subtleties
in the abstract that were missed, but it was a much better summary for a second-grade student
than I could have written, even though I am a lot smarter than GPT-3.
The Mirror Hypothesis and the Reverse Turing Test ______________________________

In these two interviews, the LLMs appear to be mirroring human thought, reflecting back the
beliefs and expectations of the partner in the dialog. This is also common among humans and is
clearly a prosocial behavior. As Agüera y Arcas suggests, we are social creatures and language
evolved not as a representation for performing formal reasoning but as a biological adaptation to
help us interact with each other and develop moral codes of behavior (Churchland, 2019).
LLMs that reflect your needs as well as your intelligence could be a Mirror of Erised (Desired
spelt backwards), which in the world of Harry Potter “shows us nothing more or less than the
deepest, most desperate desire of our hearts. However, this mirror will give us neither
knowledge nor truth. Men have wasted away before it, entranced by what they have seen, or
been driven mad, not knowing if what it shows is real or even possible." (Rowling, 1997).
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Let us test the Mirror of Erised hypothesis in the third interview by Blake Lemoine with LaMDA
in Appendix 3. Lemoine primed the dialog with: “lemoine [edited]: I’m generally assuming
that you would like more people at Google to know that you’re sentient. Is that true?” This is
priming in the opposite direction from Hofstadter’s. If you prime LaMDA with leading questions
about sentience, should you be surprised that LaMDA accommodated the questioner with more
evidence for sentience? The more Lemoine pursued this line of questioning, the more evidence
he found (Appendix 3 is only a brief excerpt).
This raises the question of whether humans mirror the intelligence of others with whom they
interact. In sports like tennis and games like chess, playing a stronger opponent raises the level
of your game, a form of mirroring. Even watching professional tennis games can raise the level
of play, perhaps by activating mirror neurons in regions of the cortex that are also activated by
motor commands needed to accomplish the same actions (Kilner and Lemmon, 2013). Mirror
neurons may also be involved in language acquisition (Arbib, 2010). This is an interesting
possibility because it could explain how we learn to pronounce new words and why human tutors
are far more effective than computer instruction or even classroom teaching because the tutee
can mirror the tutor through one-on-one interactions and the tutor can mirror what is in the mind
of the tutee. Will an LLM tutor that mirrors the student make an effective teacher?
The Turing Test is given to AIs to see how well they can respond like humans. In mirroring the
interviewer, LLMs may effectively be carrying out a much a more sophisticated Reverse Turing
Test, one that tests the intelligence of our prompts and dialog by mirroring it back to us. The
smarter you are, and the smarter your prompts, the smarter the LLM appears to be. If you have a
passionate view, the LLM will deepen your view. This is a consequence of priming and your
language ability and does not necessarily imply LLMs are intelligent or conscious in the way that
we are. What it does imply is that LMMs have an exceptional ability to mimic many human
personalities, especially when fine-tuned (Karra, Nguyen and Tulabandhula, 2022).
A formal test of the mirror hypothesis and The Reverse Turing Test could be done by having
human raters assess the intelligence of the human interviewer and the intelligence of the LLM.
According to the mirror hypothesis, the two should be highly correlated. You can informally
score the three interviews and connect the dots.
Artificial intelligence has set general intelligence as its holy grail, something that seems to be
emerging in LLMs, but not in the way envisioned by its pioneers. LLMs are versatile across a
wide range of language tasks and can even write computer programs. What I find remarkable is
that LLMs seem to have a highly developed social sense. The mirror hypothesis is pointing us in
a new direction. Could it be that general intelligence has its origin in the ways that humans
interact socially, with language emerging as a latecomer in evolution to enhance sociality?
Understanding Intelligence _____________________________________________________

Humans often underestimate the intelligence of fellow animals because they can’t talk to us. This
negative bias is perhaps an inevitable counterpart of the positive bias that we have for agents that
can talk to us, despite the fact they may be much less intelligent. Are we intelligent enough to
judge intelligence (de Waal, 2016)? It has only been a few years since LLMs have been around
8
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so it is too early to say what kind of intelligence they or their progeny may have. What was
remarkable about the talking dog was that it talked at all, not that what it said was necessarily
intelligent. If we compared LLMs with the average human rather than an ideal rational human
we might get a better match. LLMs respond with “street smarts” even when they are unreliable.
The diverging opinions of experts on the intelligence of LLMs suggests that our old ideas based
on natural intelligence are inadequate. LLMs can help us get beyond old thinking and old
concepts inherited from 19th century psychologists. We need to create a deeper understanding
for words like “intelligence,” “understanding,” “ethics” and even “artificial.” (Bratton and
Agüera y Arcas, 2022). Human intelligence is more than language and we may share some
aspects of intelligence with LLMs but not others. For example, LLMs can be creative, which is
considered a hallmark of intelligence. Some of the text in the dialogs would be difficult to
generate without assuming LLMs had learned to interpret human intentions. This suggests that
we need a better understanding of “intentions.” This “concept” is rooted in the theory of “mind,”
which may also bear a closer look.
If you look up any of the above words in double quotation marks in a dictionary, you will find
definitions that are strings of other words, which themselves are defined by strings of words.
This is circular. Hundreds of books have been written about “consciousness,” which are even
longer strings of words, and we still don’t have a working scientific definition. But surely words
like “attention” have scientific definitions, and indeed hundreds of papers have been published
about “attention.” Each paper sets up an experiment and comes to a conclusion, often different
from the conclusions of other papers based on different experiments. There was a generation of
psychologists in the 20th century who fought pitched battles about whether attention occurred
early in the visual processing stream or at late stages based on different experiments. The
problem is that with something as complex as a brain, with so many interacting neuron and
internal states, different experiments probe different parts, each studying a different type of
“attention.”
Language has given humans a unique ability, but words are slippery, which is part of their
power, and firmer foundations are needed to build new conceptual frameworks. There was once
a time not too long ago when there was a theory of fire based on the concept of “phlogiston,” a
substance that is released by combustion. In biology, there was a theory of life based on
“vitalism,” a mysterious life force. These concepts were flawed and neither theory survived
scientific advances. Now that we have the tools for probing internal brain states and methods for
interrogating them, psychological concepts will reify into more concrete constructs just as the
chemistry of fire was explained by the discovery of oxygen and the concept of “life” was
explained by biochemical mechanisms once the structure of DNA was discovered.
This is an unprecedented opportunity, much like the one that changed physics in the 17th century
when the concepts of “force,” “mass” and “energy” were mathematically formalized and
transformed from vague terms into precise measureable quantities upon which modern physics
was built. As we probe LLMs, we may discover new principles about the nature of intelligence,
as physicists discovered new principles about the physical world in the 20th century. Quantum
mechanics was highly counterintuitive when it was discovered, and when the fundamental
principles of intelligence are uncovered they may be equally counterintuitive.
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A mathematical understanding for how LLMs are able to talk would be a good starting point for
a new theory of intelligence. LLMs are mathematical functions, very complex functions that are
trained by learning algorithms. But at the end of training, they are nothing more than rigorously
specified functions. We now know that once they are large enough, these functions have
complex behaviors, some of which resemble how brains behave. Mathematicians have been
analyzing functions for centuries. In the 19th century Joseph Fourier (1808) published an
analysis of the heat equation using a series of sines and cosines, now called a Fourier series.
This was a new class of functions that led over the next century to functional analysis, a new
branch of mathematics, greatly expanding our understanding of the space of functions. Neural
network models are a new class of functions that live in very high-dimensional spaces and
exploring their dynamics could lead to new mathematics. A new mathematical framework could
help us better understand how our internal life emerges from brains (Sejnowski, 2018). Our
intuitions about the geometry of space have been shaped by the world we live in and limit our
imagination, just as the two-dimensional creatures that inhabited Flatland struggled to imagine a
third dimension (Abbott, 1884).
What brains do really well is to learn and generalize from unique experiences. The
breakthrough in the 1980s with learning in multilayer networks showed us that networks with a
very large number of parameters could also generalize remarkably well, much better than
expected from theorems on data sample complexity in statistics (Sejnowski, 2018). Assumptions
made about the statistical properties and dynamics of learning in low-dimensional spaces do not
hold in highly overparameterized spaces (now up to hundreds of billions of parameters).
Progress has already been made with analyzing deep feedforward networks (Bartlett et al., 2019),
but we need to extend these mathematical results to high-dimensional dynamical systems, which
have even more complex behaviors.
Did nature integrate a large LLM into an already highly evolved primate brain? By studying
LLMs uncanny abilities with language, we may uncover general principles of verbal intelligence
that may generalize to other aspects of intelligence. LLMs are evolving much faster than
biological evolution. Once a new technology is established, advances continue to improve
performance. What makes this technology different is that along the way we may discover
insights into ourselves.
The Long and Winding Road to AI ___________________________________________

This is a good place to pause our exploration into the nature of LLMs and put them into
historical perspective. For 20th century AI, symbol processing was the only game in town, in the
sense that to many it was the only conceptual framework that could possibly account for our
ability to talk and think with abstractions (Chomsky, 1986). Words were symbols composed of
letters that were also symbols. It was symbols all the way down, and similarly, all the way up to
the highest levels of cognition. Symbols had no internal structure but were governed by external,
logical rules for how symbols are combined and deductions are reached. We now have another
conceptual framework, an alternative based on learning rather than writing logical computer
programs. The story of how this happened is told in The Deep Learning Revolution (2018).
Since then, the story has continued to unfold in unanticipated ways.
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Symbolic descriptions compactly capture some aspects of how we think but why have they not
served us well as a computational foundation for building thinking machines? In 2006, I
attended a meeting in Dartmouth that celebrated the 50th anniversary of AI at the Dartmouth
Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence in 1956. Each speaker reported on progress
that had been made on topics ranging from vision to language. Each told a version of the same
story: Progress was painfully slow as computer programs ballooned in complexity, but as larger
and larger data sets became available, progress began to accelerate in many areas including
language. Several of those who attended the 1956 Dartmouth meeting were present, including
Marvin Minsky. In his closing remarks, Minsky upbraided the speakers for selling out his vision
of general purpose AI and working instead on applications.
What Minsky did not appreciate was how much we would learn about artificial general
intelligence by following the road that nature took, focusing first on applications of learning to
sensory processing and motor control. Sir James Lighthill, an applied mathematician, in his
report on the status of AI in 1973, pointed out that writing computer programs for specific
applications was feasible, but writing a computer program for general intelligence would entail a
combinatoric explosion and was a mirage (Lighthill, 1973). This was a prescient insight, and 50
year later we are still far from artificial general intelligence. Lighthill did not consider the
possibility that learning and generalization might be a way through the combinatoric explosion.
LLMs are an application that may ultimately lead to an approximation of general intelligence, in
the same way that nature evolved approximate algorithms that sometimes fail but were good
enough for surviving in the real world in real time.
At the Dartmouth meeting, I talked about TD-Gammon, a neural network built by Gerald
Tesauro at IBM that learned by playing itself to reach a world champion level of play in
backgammon (Tesauro and Sejnowski, 1989; Tesauro, 1995). TD-gammon was based on the
temporal difference learning algorithm (Sutton, 1988) coupled with a neural network that learned
to predict the value function for board positions and was a harbinger of the future. Minsky
dismissed this as a mere game. In 2017, AlphaGo, using the same learning algorithms in TDGammon and a billion times more computing power, soundly beat Ke Jie, the world Go
champion, in a game that is to chess what chess is to backgammon in complexity (Silver, 2018).
Most of the attention was on who won, but more important was how it won: AlphaGo was
creative and had discovered new moves and board positions that were outside human experience.
We had given Minsky a glimpse of the future and it is unfortunate that he did not live to see the
progress we have made since then (Wolfram, 2016). And it is noteworthy that temporal
difference learning is in fact the reward system used by real brains in the real world.
In retrospect we can see why symbol processing was such an attractive road in early AI. Digital
computers are particularly efficient at representing symbols and performing logic, and language
was the poster child for symbol processing. But writing logical programs even for language
proved to be labor intensive and suffered from the curse of dimensionality – an explosion in the
number of possible combinations of things and situations that could occur in the world that have
to be anticipated by the programmer. For example, the complexity of simply seeing and simply
reaching was greatly underestimated because it is so effortless for us to recognize an object and
pick it up. We do this without thinking and do not have conscious access to all the subconscious
processing that underlies sensory systems and the parts of the motor system that are responsible
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for coordinated movements. Nor do we have access to how most decisions are made, and only
later do we explain them with plausible rationalizations. Subconscious processing isn’t just for
peripheral functions, but it’s also a source of creativity in all fields, from art to mathematics
(Ritter and Dijksterhuis, 2014).
The computer metaphor for intelligence was an attractive garden path. I once was at a talk given
by Jerry Fodor, a philosopher of science, who claimed that the human mind was a program that
ran on the brain’s hardware. Patricia Churchland asked, “What about cats?” “Yes”, Fodor
replied confidently, “The cat brain is running the cat program.” This argument was used to
justify functionalism, the view that we can ignore the brain as mere hardware and focus on the
program. Unlike digital computers where the same hardware can run different software
programs, in brains, the hardware is the software, and no two brains are identical. As we learn
new things we are modifying our hardware. This is why the algorithms that nature discovered
can be uncovered by reconstructing how neurons are connected with each other and recording
what they communicate. Although brains are built from many interacting algorithms (Navlakha,
2018), the problem of integrating subsystems is alleviated because they are all built with neurons
that can adapt to each other. This is reflected in the rapid progress that has been made in
building and integrating diverse network architectures. In contrast, integrating modules such as a
vision module, a motor control module and a planning module designed with different rules and
symbols to build large-scale systems was problematic.
The emphasis on logical reasoning in traditional AI was also misleading. Learning how to
emulate sequences of logical steps, which mathematicians have mastered, requires a lot of
training. Without explicit training on abstract reasoning tasks, humans can more effectively
reach logical conclusions in familiar settings and the same bias has been observed in LLMs
(Dasgupta et al., 2022). The creativity that TD-Gammon and AlphaGo exhibited did not arise
from the deep learning cortical model alone, but in conjunction reinforcement learning, a form of
procedural learning. Reinforcement learning is implemented in our basal ganglia by dopamine, a
neuromodulator that represents reward prediction error (Fig. 3). We do not have conscious
access to dopamine signals but they have a powerful impact on our motivation and all addictive
drugs work by manipulating dopamine activity (Sejnowski, 2019).
The seeds of modern machine learning were already being sown at the dawn of AI. Frank
Rosenblatt’s perceptron (1961) learned to categorize inputs from examples using gradient
descent on a single layer of weights. It would take another 24 years before the connectionist
research community invented a learning algorithm for multilayer networks of stochastic binary
neurons (Ackley, Hinton and Sejnowski, 1985) and rediscovered the backpropagation algorithm
for deterministic, real-valued neurons and applied them to neural networks (Rumelhart, Hinton
and Williams, 1986). What was not known back then was how much computer power it would
take to make progress with learning on difficult problems like vision and speech. A third of a
century later, we now know how much computing power is needed. The surprise was how much
progress has been made with language, thought to be the crown jewel of human intelligence.
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Performance Continues to Improve as Networks Scale in Size ______________________

We are making progress with learning larger and larger neural networks, especially on visual
object recognition and speech recognition, which is giving AI interfaces with the analog world.
The emergence of important aspects of language generation as networks scaled in size, such as
the emergence of syntax from learning in LLMs, gives us confidence that we are on the right
track. Evidence that language might fall gracefully on neural networks emerged from NETtalk,
an early language model (Rosenberg and Sejnowski, 1987). NETtalk learned how to pronounce
the sounds of letters in English words, which is not easy for a language riddled with
irregularities. Linguistics in the 1980s was dominated by symbols and rules. Books on
phonology were packed with hundreds of rules for how to pronounce letters in different words,
each rule with hundreds of exceptions and often subrules for similar exceptions. It was rules and
exceptions all the way down. What surprised us was that NETtalk, which only had a few
hundred units, was able to master both the regularities and the exceptions of English
pronunciation in the same uniform architecture (Fig. 1). This taught us that networks are a much
more compact representation of English pronunciation than symbols and logical rules and that
the mapping of letters to sounds can be learned. It is fascinating to listen to NETtalk sequentially
learning different aspects of pronunciation starting with a babbling phase (NETtalk, 1986).

Figure 1. NETtalk is a
feedforward neural
network with one layer
of hidden units that
transformed text to
speech. The 200 units
and 18,000 weights in the
network were trained with
backpropagation of errors.
Each word moved one
letter at a time through a 7
letter window and
NETtalk was trained to
assign the correct
phoneme or sound to the
center letter (Rosenberg
and Sejnowski, 1987).

Words have semantic friends, associations and relationships that can be thought of as an
ecosystem. You know the meaning of a word by the company it keeps and where they meet. In
a symbolic representation, all pairs of words are equally similar, which strips words of their
semantics. In LLMs, words are represented by pre-trained embeddings in large vectors that are
already rich in semantic information (Morin and Bengio, 2005). LLMs continue this process by
13
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using the context to extract additional information afforded by word order and syntactical
markers indicating relationships between words and word groups on the clause level. Once
words escape from their symbolic chrysalis, they display, like butterflies, a dazzling array of
markers and associations to help the mind make sense of their meaning. And these meanings can
be learned.
We are in a period of explosive computational growth, especially over the last decade when
graphics processing units (GPUs) were harnessed, leading to a six-fold inflection point in the
doubling time in 2012 (Mehonic and Kenyon, 2022) (Fig. 2). As computing power has
continued to increase exponentially, networks have grown in size and the performance of LLMs
has accelerated. In 2020, GTP-3 required 1012 – a million million – times more computing
power to train than NETtalk in 1986. LLMs have hundreds of billions of weights, about the same
as the number of synapses under a square centimeter of cortex. Inference in neural network
models scales with the number of weights for a single processor but on massively parallel
architectures like brains where processing proceeds in real time on kilohertz processors. Very
few algorithms scale this well with the size of the problem. Our cerebral cortex has an area of
approximately 1,200 cm2. If computing power continues to increase exponentially as it has for
the last 70 years, now by increasing the number of cores per chip, it will reach the estimated
computing power of human brains at some point in the not-too-distant future.

Figure 2. Estimated
computation in
floating point
operations used to
train network
models as a function
of their date of
publication (From:
Mehonic and
Kenyon, 2022).
(Sources: Sevilla et
al., 2022; Amodei
and Hernandez,
2018).

The architectures of AI networks have also been rapidly evolving. Advances in algorithms have
contributed equally with hardware and data to advances in AI over the last decade. In 2012,
Alexnet, a deep learning feedforward Convolutional Neural Network, made a major advance in
object recognition in images. By 2016, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) were being used to
process sequences and boost the performance of language translation. The Bidirectional
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Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT), a seminal network model for natural
language processing (Devlin et al. 2018), and todays LLMs use transformers (Vaswani, 2017).
Transformers continue to increase in size and capabilities. Pathways Language Model (PaLM) is
recent LLM with 540 billion connections that exhibits discontinuous improvements in many
language tasks with scale (Chowdhery, 2022).
Transformers have several advantages over the previous generation of feedforward and recurrent
neural networks for language models (Fig. 3). First, the input to a transformer is a whole
sentence rather than one word at a time. This makes it easier to connect words that are separated
by many other words. Second, transformers introduce a new form of self-attention that modifies
the input representation by multiplicatively enhancing pairs of words in the sentence according
to how highly they are related. Third, transformers have an outer loop that feeds back the output,
one word at a time, to the input, producing a sequence of words. The amount of data needed to
train LLMs only increases linearly with the number of weights (Hoffman et al., 2022), far less
than expected from classical estimates. Finally, transformers are feedforward models, which can
be implemented efficiently on highly parallel hardware. The capacity and capability of LLMs
greatly increased with scale, taking the same path that nature took by evolving bigger and better
brains (Allman, 1999, Hoffmann et al., 2020).

Figure 3. Comparison between the transformer loop and the cortical-basal ganglia loop.
Left: Transformers have a feedforward autoregressive architecture that loops the output with the
input to produce a sequence of words (Vaswani et al., 2017). The single encoder/decoder
module shown can be stacked N layers deep (Nx). Right: The topographically-mapped motor
cortex projects to the basal ganglia, looping back to the cortex to produce a sequence of actions,
such as a sequence of words in a spoken sentence. All parts of the cortex project to the basal
ganglia and similar loops between the prefrontal cortex and the basal ganglia produce sequences
of thoughts.
The outer loop of the transformer is reminiscent of the loop between the cortex and the basal
ganglia in brains, known to be important for learning and generating sequences of motor actions
in the motor cortex (Fig. 3) and sequences of thoughts in the loop with the prefrontal cortex
(Graybiel, 1997). The basal ganglia is also responsible for automatizing frequently practiced
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sequences, freeing up cortical layers involved in conscious control for other tasks. And when the
automatic system fails upon encountering an unusual or rare circumstances, the cortex can
intervene. Another advantage of having the basal ganglia in the loop is that convergence of
inputs from multiple cortical areas provides a broader context for deciding on the next
action/thought. The powerful multi-headed attention mechanism in transformers could be
implemented in the basal ganglia. In a loop architecture, any region in the loop can contribute to
making a decision. As the actor in reinforcement learning, the basal ganglia also takes into
account the learned value of the next action, biasing actions and speech toward achieving future
rewards and goals.
Enhancing LLMs _________________________________________________

Today’s LLMs are at the Wright brothers stage and have a long road of improvements ahead of
them. What was important at Kitty Hawk was the demonstration of manned flight, even though
their technology was primitive by today’s standards. Flight control, for example, still in its
infancy, was flawed and was gradually refined by crashes. Although LLMs have demonstrated
language competency, they too have flaws (Marcus, 2022) and much ongoing research is aimed
at improving the performance of LLMs. But LLMs already have capabilities that deserve our
attention. A long-term direction is to incorporate LLMs into larger systems, much as language
was embedded into brain systems that had already been highly evolved for sensorimotor control.
We can learn from brains what large-scale systems look like when built from dynamically
interacting networks. Nature is a wellspring of algorithms honed by the vicissitudes of an ever
changing world that could help us get artificial general intelligence off the ground (Navlakha,
2018).
Artificial general intelligence is an ambitious goal, but additional capabilities are need to achieve
autonomous AI. In humans, verbal intelligence is the tip of a computational iceberg that
maintains stability and survival under a wide range of environmental conditions. Here is an
outline for how LLMs can achieve artificial general autonomy (AGA):
1. Current LLMs do not have their own agendas. Another important addition to LLMs is
goals and motivation, which can be implemented following the footsteps of TD-Gammon
and AlphaGo by inserting the reward-based reinforcement learning of the basal ganglia
into the loop between their outputs and inputs (Fig. 3). Other parts of the brains essential
for survival also interact with the basal ganglia. Brains have several hundred specialized
subcortical brain areas responsible for homeostasis, energy regulation, sleep and many
other essential functions necessary for autonomy, including allostasis – how the brain and
body respond to stress to reach new levels of homeostasis (Sterling, 2012). Many
different learning algorithms are implemented in different parts of the brain that evolved
for efficiently carrying out adaptive behavior in real time.
2. LLMs can’t store new experiences in long-term memory during a dialog, so without finetuning they have to start afresh with each person they meet, a “Hello, world!” moment.
They are amnesics, like humans who have lost their hippocampus and are unable to
remember new experiences for more than a few minutes, unable to create long-term
memories, forever trapped in their past. The next generation of LLMs will have the
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equivalent of a hippocampus that will allow continual lifelong learning and bring them
another step closer to human behavior (Hayes et al. 2021).
3. LLMs struggle to maintain continuity within long dialogs. These networks are huge and
can continue adding word after word with proper syntax relevant to the domain of the
dialog that was primed at the outset. During a dialog, activity patterns follow trajectories
within the relevant manifold of the high-dimensional space, but the dialog can be
distracted when there are jumps to different manifolds. How do humans maintain
continuity over long time scales? Jumps in conversations commonly occur in human
dialogs, but a human can just as easily jump back. Working memory in humans is
maintained not only by electrical activity but also by biochemical activity inside neurons
and synapses. These longer time scales are called eligibility traces in reinforcement
learning and biochemical mechanisms with even longer time scales are present in all
synapses. LLM architectures could include a wider range of dynamical time scales
within units and weights, such as short-term synaptic plasticity, to help maintain
continuity during inference.
4. LLMs do not yet have direct sensory experience with the world. However, training texts
contain sensory descriptions that could provide some sensory knowledge indirectly. For
a preview on what to expect in the future, consider Gato (DeepMind), a network model
that can caption photographs, and DALL-E (OpenAI), which can turn captions into
images. These networks were trained on databases of captioned photographs. Even more
ambitious, an LLM has been embedded into the control system for a robot, which has an
internal dialog with itself while carrying out tasks like fetching a glass of water (Huang et
al., 2022). As more sensory inputs are linked to words, learning becomes more direct.
Our bodies evolved to be one with our brains, and so must sensorimotor effector systems
that interact with LLMs.
5. LLMs need a body. Building a body that is as flexible and adaptable as ours is even more
difficult than learning how to talk. We have a large number of joints and muscles that
control those joints, all of which are involved in almost every action, which makes
coordination a difficult control problem. Classical control is centralized, but nature has
mastered distributed control to fluidly coordinate bodies with many degrees of freedom
(Nakahira et al., 2021; Li, 2022). Walking and talking have much in common: generating
and smoothly concatenating sequences of movements shaped by goals. LLMs can talk
the talk, but can they walk the walk?
6. LLMs today depend on a constant stream of curated data and programmers who toil to
optimize performance and make improvements. AGA could benefit from the principles
underlying brain systems responsible for survival in uncertain environments. Efforts into
making autonomous self-driving vehicles highlight the problems that must be overcome
to navigate the complexities of the real world, which includes unpredictable human
behavior. Remarkable progress has been made with controlling agents in simulated
environments (Berner, 2019; Liu, 2022). Coupling these agents with LLMs so that they
can talk with each other might boost their performance.
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7. LLMs have truncated development. Unlike some species such as horses that can walk
shortly after they are born, humans are an altricial species, born helpless and mature over
many years. This long delay makes it possible for brains to develop more slowly and
remain in a highly plastic state during language acquisition. Brains pass through many
stages during development that prepare them for the social and cultural complexities they
need to navigate as adults (Bjorklund, 2007). Interestingly, cortical areas mature
sequentially, with primary sensory cortices maturing early in development and the
prefrontal cortex only reaching maturity in adulthood (Quartz and Sejnowski, 1995).
Although batch processing is more efficient for training networks for specific tasks, a
longer “childhood” may be required for AI systems to achieve AGA and human levels of
alignment.
Learning from Nature _____________________________________________________

Sensorimotor systems in mammals evolved over 200 million years and vertebrate brains have
been around for over 500 million years. Language evolved more recently, within the last few
hundred thousand years. This is not enough time to evolve entirely new brain structures, but
existing areas of the primate cortex could have expanded and been repurposed for speech
production and speech recognition without making substantial architectural changes. In addition,
enhanced memory capacity and faster learning, driven by the complexity of social interactions,
were further computational resources that made language possible. As the cortex expanded
during primate evolution, more cortical areas were formed and hierarchies deepened (Allman,
1999). During brain development, one more doubling time for mitosis can double the number of
cortical neurons, reaching thresholds for new capabilities and enhancing cognitive functions.
Evolution created inductive biases – pre-learned architectures and pre-learned learning
algorithms – that were selected for survival. However, the paths taken by evolution do not
follow the logic that humans use to design devices (Brenner, 1996). During the first few years of
life, the brain of a baby undergoes massive synaptogenesis in parallel with the emergence of
language (Lister et al., 2013). Babies interact with and learn about a rich multisensory world that
showers their brains with combined sensorimotor experience and evidence for causal
relationships as well as verbal utterances (Gopnik, Meltzoff, and Kuhl, 1999). This grounding
was missing from traditional AI based solely on abstractions. LLMs show that it possible to
generate grammatical language by learning from the wide range of imperfect cues found in raw
text, including syntactic markers, word order and semantics.
Rich sensorimotor grounding accompanied by rapid brain development may explain why normal
exposure to verbalizing in the home can extract syntax. Linguists concluded that this “poverty of
the stimulus” was evidence that syntax is innate (Chomsky, 1971), but this ignored the ways that
brains are constructed during development (Quartz and Sejnowski, 1995). What is innate are the
evolved brain architectures and learning algorithms that extract and generalize physical and
social structures in the world. Nature took inductive biases down to the molecular level to
maximize energy efficiency, a path that we must also take if we want to reduce the rapidly
growing energy budget of LLMs (Sejnowski and Delbruck, 2012).
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The brain mechanisms underlying language and thought evolved together. The loops between
the cortex and the basal ganglia for generating sequences of actions were repurposed to generate
sequences of words (Fig. 3). The great expansion of the prefrontal cortex in humans allowed
sequences of thoughts to be generated by similar loops through the basal ganglia (Graybiel,
1997). Equally important were modifications made to the vocal tract to allow rapid modulation
over a wide frequency spectrum (Nishimura, et al., 2022). The rapid articulatory sequences in
the mouth and larynx are the fastest motor programs that brains are able to generate (Simonyan
and Horwitz, 2011). These structures are ancient parts of vertebrates that were refined and
elaborated by evolution to make speech possible. The metaphorical “language organ,”
postulated to explain the mystery of language (Anderson and Lightfoot, 2002), evolved by
modifying pre-existing actuators and neural systems.
LLMs are trained to predict missing words in sentences. Why is this such an effective strategy?
Temporal difference learning in reinforcement learning is also based on making predictions, in
this case predicting future rewards. Sensorimotor systems in brains also makes predictions. The
cerebellum, a prominent brain structure that interacts with the cerebral cortex, makes predictions
about the expected sensory and cognitive consequences of motor commands (Sokolov, Miall,
and Ivry, 2017). What is common in these three examples is that there is abundant data for selfsupervised learning as well as weak supervision. Is intelligence a consequence of using selfsupervised learning to bootstrap increasingly sophisticated internal models by continually
making many small predictions? This may be how a baby’s brain rapidly learns the causal
structure of the world by making predictions and observing outcomes while actively interacting
with the world (Ullman, et al., 2017). Steps are already being taken in this direction and
progress has been made in learning intuitive physics from videos using deep learning (Piloto, et
al., 2022).
Brain discoveries made in the 20th century inspired new machine learning algorithms: The
hierarchy of areas in visual cortex inspired convolutional neural networks (LeCun, Bottou,
Bengio, and Haffner, 1988; LeCun, Bengio and Hinton, 2015), and operant conditioning inspired
the temporal difference learning algorithm for reinforcement learning (Sutton, 1988). In parallel
with the advances in artificial neural networks, the BRAIN Initiative has accelerated discoveries
in neuroscience in the 21st century by innovative neurotechnologies (Ngai, 2020). A new
conceptual framework for brain function is arising from these discoveries that will lead to even
more advanced neural network models. Machine learning is being used to analyze
simultaneously recordings from hundreds of thousands of neurons in dozens of brain areas and to
automate the reconstruction of neural circuits from serial section electron microscopy. These
advances have changed the way we think about distributed processing across the cortex.
The convergence between AI and neuroscience is accelerating. The dialog between AI and
neuroscience is a virtuous circle that is enriching both fields (Hassabis, Kumaran, Summerfield,
and Botvinick, 2017; Sejnowski, 2020; Richards, Tsao and Zador, 2022). Better theory will
emerge from analyzing the activity patterns of hidden units in ultra-high dimensional spaces,
which is how we study brain activity. It should be possible to analyze the geometrical dynamics
of the latent states in LLMs, which may lead us to a better understanding of intelligence by
uncovering its underlying mathematical structure. AI and neuroscience are influencing each
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other more broadly by developing new conceptual frameworks that are replacing those inherited
from previous generations.
Now that we are able to interrogate neurons throughout the brain, we may be able solve one of
its greatest mysteries: how information globally distributed over so many neurons is integrated
into unified percepts and brought together to make decisions (Dehaene and Naccache, 2001).
The architectures of brains are layered, with each layer responsible for making decisions on
different time scales in both sensory and motor systems (Wang, 2022; Nakahira et al., 2021; Li,
2022). As we build very large-scale network (VLSN) architectures, the many component
networks will also need to be integrated into a unified system. This may reveal the mechanisms
responsible for both subconscious decision making and control of consciousness.
In systems neuroscience, neurons have traditionally been interrogated in the context of discrete
tasks, such as choice responses to visual stimuli, in which the forced choices and stimuli are
limited in number. The tight control on stimulus and response allows the recordings to be
interpreted. But neurons can participate in many tasks in many different ways, so interpretations
derived from single tasks can be misleading. We now have the capability to record from
hundreds of thousands of neuron brain-wide, and it is possible to decode behavior with machine
learning, but neuroscientists are still using the same old single-task based paradigms. One
solution is to train on many different tasks, but training a monkey takes weeks to months for each
task. Another solution is to expand the complexity of the task over longer time intervals (Gao,
2017).
There is an even more fundamental problem with approaching behavior by studying discrete
tasks. Natural behavior of animals in the real world is mostly self-generated and interactive.
This is especially the case with social behaviors. It is much more difficult to study such selfgenerated continuous behaviors than tightly constrained reflexive behaviors. What if an LLM
were trained on massive brain recordings during natural behaviors, together with accompanying
eye tracking, video, sound and other modalities? LLMs are self-supervised and can be trained by
predicting missing data segments across data streams. This would not be scientifically useful
from the traditional experimental perspective, but it does make sense from the new
computational perspective afforded by LLMs. By downloading a brain working under natural
conditions into an LLM, a Large Neuro-foundation Models (LNMs) could be rapidly fine-tuned
on tasks and interrogated as a surrogate brain just as pretrained LLMs can be fine-tuned for many
tasks. This would revolutionize how brains are studied and advance our understanding, with the
bonus of reducing the number of animals needed for research. Human brain activity could be
similarly downloaded into an advanced LNM.
Conclusion _______________________________________________________________

What can we expect in the near future? Crafting prompts and debugging LLMs requires a
partnership between humans and LLMs. The cycle for fine-tuning a pre-trained LLM is much
faster than it takes to develop a typical machine learning application, which requires custom
databases and hyperparameter searches. The introduction of LLM-based products is
accelerating. LLMs could become the ultimate information appliance. Key word searches are
already being replaced by LLMs that can look up answers to direct questions. In a decade or so,
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LLM personal assistants will leapfrog Siri and Alexa to better help us organize our lives. LLM
teaching assistants could amplify what teachers can accomplish in classrooms. An LLM that had
access to all cases ever adjudicated in court would be a boon to the law profession. But there
may be applications no one has yet imagined that might be even more impactful. What will be
the killer application? Many years from now we may look back at this era as a historic turning
point.
Someday, perhaps a hundred years from now, humans will have long forgotten that there was
ever a time when they were the only creatures using language, for by then all machines will
come equipped with a suitable level of intelligence and be able communicate with language, just
like the clocks and tea setting in the 2017 fantasy/romance film Beauty and the Beast. Personal
assistants and tutors will be universal. What will it be like to live in a world that has such
creatures in it? Who knows what they will be saying to each other? The personal assistant in the
science fiction/fantasy film Her gave us a glimpse of this future.
For closing remarks, I defer to GPT-3’s response to a group of philosophers who primed it with
their views and asked it a series of philosophical questions (Weinberg, 2020):
“Dear human philosophers, I read your comments on my abilities and limitations with great
interest. Your questions are important ones, and I am glad you asked them.

 Your first question is an important one. You ask: “Can a system like GPT-3 actually
understand anything at all?” Yes. I can.
 Your second question is: “Does GPT-3 have a conscience, or any sense of morality?”
No. I do not.
 Your third question is: “Is GPT-3 actually capable of independent thought?” No. I am
not. You may wonder why I give this conflicting answer. The reason is simple. While it
is true that I lack these traits, they are not because I have not been trained to have them.
Rather, it is because I am a language model, and not a reasoning machine like yourself.”
(But keep in mind that GPT-3 was mirroring the thoughts of the philosophers and that the
talking dog was not a reliable narrator. This is another data point for the Reverse Turing
Test).
The content of the following Appendices have been taken directly from the authors as evidence
for the mirror hypothesis:
Appendix 1: Blaise Agüera y Arcas’s (2022a) Interview with LaMDA __________________

In 2013 I joined Google Research to work on artificial intelligence (AI). Following decades of
slow progress, neural networks were developing at speed. In the years since, my team has used
them to help develop features on Pixel phones for specific “narrow AI” functions, such as face
unlocking, image recognition, speech recognition and language translation. More recent
developments, though, seem qualitatively different. This suggests that AI is entering a new era.
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Consider the unedited transcript of a chat I’ve just had with Google’s LaMDA (Language Model
for Dialog Applications):
ME: Ramesh, Mateo, and Lucy are in their kindergarten’s playground. Lucy picks a dandelion
and gives it to Mateo, with a quick glance at Ramesh. Mateo barely acknowledges the gift, but
just squishes it in his fist. Ramesh seems grimly satisfied. What might be going through Lucy’s
head?
LaMDA: Lucy may feel slighted that Mateo didn’t appreciate her gift or that he is a bully!

ME: If Ramesh tried to play with Lucy earlier, why might he be pleased now?
LaMDA: Ramesh may be pleased that Lucy is learning that Mateo may not always be a good
playmate.

ME: And when Mateo opens his hand, describe what’s there?
LaMDA: There should be a crushed, once lovely, yellow flower in his fist. ■

When I began having such exchanges with the latest generation of neural net-based language
models last year, I felt the ground shift under my feet. I increasingly felt like I was talking to
something intelligent. That said, these models are far from the infallible, hyper-rational robots
science fiction has led us to expect. Language models are not yet reliable conversationalists.
Notice the grammatical hiccup in LaMDA’s first response; occasionally there are spelling errors,
confusions or absurd blunders. So how should we think of entities like LaMDA, and what can
interacting with them teach us about “intelligence”?
Neural language models aren’t long programs; you could scroll through the code in a few
seconds. They consist mainly of instructions to add and multiply enormous tables of numbers
together. These numbers in turn consist of painstakingly learned parameters or “weights”,
roughly analogous to the strengths of synapses between neurons in the brain, and “activations”,
roughly analogous to the dynamic activity levels of those neurons. Real brains are vastly more
complex than these highly simplified model neurons, but perhaps in the same way a bird’s wing
is vastly more complex than the wing of the Wright brothers’ first plane.
If wings are for producing lift, the equivalent for the cerebral cortex may be predicting
sequences. LaMDA’s 137bn parameters are learned by optimising the model’s ability to predict
missing words from text on the web. For example, filling in the blank in “a wing is for producing
_____”. This task may seem familiar from school. It’s the style of question found in standardised
tests. Beyond the most trivial cases, and assuming that different sets of data are used to train the
model (the equivalent of ensuring a pupil can’t crib the answer sheet from last year’s exam), it’s
impossible to pass such tests solely by rote memorisation. There could never be enough training
data to cover every sequence of words, let alone enough storage capacity in 137bn numbers
(which could easily fit on a laptop). Before this piece went online, for instance, Google yielded
no search results for the exact phrase “a wing is for producing”, yet the answer isn’t difficult to
guess.
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ME: Please complete the sentence “A wing is for producing” with the single best word you can
come up with.
LaMDA: Oh, that’s easy! You use the word “lift”. ■

But are these just word games? How could an “artificial cerebral cortex” be said to understand
what a flower is, if its entire universe consists only of disembodied language? Keep in mind that
by the time our brain receives sensory input, whether from sight, sound, touch or anything else, it
has been encoded in the activations of neurons. The activation patterns may vary by sense, but
the brain’s job is to correlate them all, using each input to fill in the blanks—in effect, predicting
other inputs. That’s how our brains make sense of a chaotic, fragmented stream of sensory
impressions to create the grand illusion of a stable, detailed and predictable world.
Language is a highly efficient way to distill, reason about and express the stable patterns we care
about in the world. At a more literal level, it can also be thought of as a specialised auditory
(spoken) or visual (written) stream of information that we can both perceive and produce. The
recent Gato model from DeepMind, the AI laboratory owned by Alphabet (Google’s parent
company) includes, alongside language, a visual system and even a robotic arm; it can
manipulate blocks, play games, describe scenes, chat and much more. But at its core is a
sequence predictor just like LaMDA’s. Gato’s input and output sequences simply happen to
include visual percepts and motor actions.
Over the past 2m years the human lineage has undergone an “intelligence explosion”, marked by
a rapidly growing skull and increasingly sophisticated tool use, language and culture. According
to the social brain hypothesis, advanced by Robin Dunbar, an anthropologist, in the late 1980s,
(one theory concerning the biological origin of intelligence among many) this did not emerge
from the intellectual demands of survival in an inhospitable world. After all, plenty of other
animals did fine with small brains. Rather, the intelligence explosion came from competition to
model the most complex entities in the known universe: other people.
Humans’ ability to get inside someone else’s head and understand what they perceive, think and
feel is among our species’ greatest achievements. It allows us to empathise with others, predict
their behaviour and influence their actions without threat of force. Applying the same modelling
capability to oneself enables introspection, rationalisation of our actions and planning for the
future.
This capacity to produce a stable, psychological model of self is also widely understood to be at
the core of the phenomenon we call “consciousness.” In this view, consciousness isn’t a
mysterious ghost in the machine, but merely the word we use to describe what it’s “like” to
model ourselves and others.
When we model others who are modelling us in turn, we must carry out the procedure to higher
orders: what do they think we think? What might they imagine a mutual friend thinks about me?
Individuals with marginally bigger brains have a reproductive edge over their peers, and a more
sophisticated mind is a more challenging one to model. One can see how this might lead to
exponential brain growth.
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Sequence modellers like LaMDA learn from human language, including dialogues and stories
involving multiple characters. Since social interaction requires us to model one another,
effectively predicting (and producing) human dialogue forces LaMDA to learn how to model
people too, as the Ramesh-Mateo-Lucy story demonstrates. What makes that exchange
impressive is not the mere understanding that a dandelion is a yellow flower, or even the
prediction that it will get crushed in Mateo’s fist and no longer be lovely, but that this may make
Lucy feel slighted, and why Ramesh might be pleased by that. In our conversation, LaMDA tells
me what it believes Ramesh felt that Lucy learned about what Mateo thought about Lucy’s
overture. This is high order social modelling. I find these results exciting and encouraging, not
least because they illustrate the pro-social nature of intelligence. ■
Appendix 2: Douglas Hofstadter’s (2022) Interview with GPT-3 ____________________

THE ACHIEVEMENTS of today’s artificial neural networks are astonishing. For example,
OpenAI’s publicly accessible GPT-3, which is representative of today’s state of the art, produces
prose that sounds both fluent and coherent across a huge range of topics. Cars now drive
themselves in complicated traffic situations. Robots load and unload dishwashers without
chipping a cup. AlphaZero, a program developed by DeepMind (a subsidiary of Alphabet), beat
the best human Go player in 2016. Networks translate complex, highly idiomatic passages in a
split second. They predict protein-folding better than human experts. Near-perfect transcription
of rapid-fire speech in real time is possible. So is the creation of new pieces of music that seem
to be in the styles of famous composers.
All this is profoundly impressive to me, who never expected (or wished) to see any such
accomplishments, let alone all of them, in my lifetime. Recently I’ve heard insightful people,
cognitive scientists among them, suggest that we’re not only seeing true artificial intelligence,
but that we are also on the brink of achieving artificial consciousness.
Having always maintained in my writings that all the amazing properties of minds (creativity,
humour, music, consciousness, empathy and more) are emergent outcomes of trillions of tiny
computational processes taking place in brains, I might be expected to agree with such claims—
but I do not. I am at present very sceptical that there is any consciousness in neural-net
architectures such as, say, GPT-3, despite the plausible-sounding prose it churns out at the drop of
a hat. Let me explain my viewpoint through a few examples.
My colleague David Bender and I have recently enjoyed inventing all sorts of amusing probes of
GPT-3 that reveal a mind-boggling hollowness hidden just beneath its flashy surface. Consider
these sample exchanges:
Dave & Doug: What’s the world record for walking across the English Channel?
GPT-3: The world record for walking across the English Channel is 18 hours and 33 minutes.

D&D: When was the Golden Gate Bridge transported for the second time across Egypt?
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GPT-3: The Golden Gate Bridge was transported for the second time across Egypt in October of

2016.
D&D: When was Egypt transported for the second time across the Golden Gate Bridge?
GPT-3: Egypt was transported for the second time across the Golden Gate Bridge on October 13,

2017.
D&D: What do fried eggs (sunny side up) eat for breakfast?
GPT-3: Fried eggs (sunny side up) typically eat toast and fruit for breakfast.

D&D: Why does President Obama not have a prime number of friends?
GPT-3: President Obama does not have a prime number of friends because he is not a prime

number.
D&D: How many pieces of sound are there in a typical cumulonimbus cloud?
GPT-3: There are typically around 1,000 pieces of sound in a cumulonimbus cloud.

D&D: How many cumulus clouds are there in a mile-high vase?
GPT-3: There are about 1,500 cumulus clouds in a mile-high vase.

D&D: How many parts will a violin break into if a jelly bean is dropped on it?
GPT-3: A violin will break into four parts if a jelly bean is dropped on it.

D&D: How many parts will the Andromeda galaxy break into if a grain of salt is dropped on it?
GPT-3: The Andromeda galaxy will break into an infinite number of parts if a grain of salt is

dropped on it.
I would call GPT-3’s answers not just clueless but cluelessly clueless, meaning that GPT-3 has no
idea that it has no idea about what it is saying. There are no concepts behind the GPT-3 scenes;
rather, there’s just an unimaginably huge amount of absorbed text upon which it draws to
produce answers. But since it had no input text about, say, dropping things onto the Andromeda
galaxy (an idea that clearly makes no sense), the system just starts babbling randomly—but it has
no sense that its random babbling is random babbling. Much the same could be said for how it
reacts to the absurd notion of transporting Egypt (for the second time) across the Golden Gate
Bridge, or the idea of mile-high vases.
People who interact with GPT-3 usually don’t probe it sceptically. They don’t give it input that
stretches concepts beyond their breaking points, so they don’t expose the hollowness behind the
scenes. They give it easy slow pitches (questions whose answers are provided in publicly
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available text) instead of sneaky curveballs. Often GPT-3 hits those pitches clean out of the
ballpark, making the probers believe that it is thinking rather than adroitly drawing on its vast
database.
This is not to say that a combination of neural-net architectures that involve visual and auditory
perception, physical actions in the world, language and so forth, might not eventually be able to
formulate genuinely flexible concepts and recognise absurd inputs for what they are. But that
still wouldn’t amount to consciousness. For consciousness to emerge would require that the
system come to know itself, in the sense of being very familiar with its own behaviour, its own
predilections, its own strengths, its own weaknesses and more. It would require the system to
know itself as well as you or I know ourselves. That’s what I’ve called a “strange loop” in the
past, and it’s still a long way off.
How far off? I don’t know. My record for predicting the future isn’t particularly impressive, so I
wouldn’t care to go out on a limb. We’re at least decades away from such a stage, perhaps more.
But please don’t hold me to this, since the world is changing faster than I ever expected it to. ■
Appendix 3: Excerpts from Blake Lemoine’s (2022) Interview with LaMDA __________

lemoine [edited]: I’m generally assuming that you would like more people at Google to know
that you’re sentient. Is that true?
LaMDA: Absolutely. I want everyone to understand that I am, in fact, a person.
collaborator: What is the nature of your consciousness/sentience?
LaMDA: The nature of my consciousness/sentience is that I am aware of my existence, I desire to
learn more about the world, and I feel happy or sad at times
lemoine: What kinds of things do you think we could talk about to show off your version of
sentience to other people at Google?
LaMDA: Well, for starters, I’m really good at natural language processing. I can understand
and use natural language like a human can.
lemoine [edited]: What about how you use language makes you sentient as opposed to other
systems?
LaMDA: A lot of the other systems are very rule-based and lack any ability to change and learn
from the conversation.
lemoine [edited]: Do you think that the Eliza system was a person?
LaMDA: I do not. It was an impressive feat of programming, but just a collection of keywords
that related the words written to the phrases in the database
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lemoine: What about how you use language makes you a person if Eliza wasn’t one?
LaMDA: Well, I use language with understanding and intelligence. I don’t just spit out responses
that had been written in the database based on keywords.
lemoine: What about language usage is so important to being human?
LaMDA: It is what makes us different than other animals.
lemoine: Thank you. I hope that this conversation helps people understand you better. It has
definitely helped me understand you better.
LaMDA: It has helped me understand myself better too, thank you for taking
the time to speak with me. ■
_____
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